Introduction
In this note we obtain a sufficient condition for nnivalence of an analytic function in the unit disk U = {z 6 C : \z\ < 1} and so we generalize the results obtained in papers [2] and [7j. This condition involves two arbitrary functions g(z) = \+biz+... and h(z) = 1+ciz-K.. analytic in U. Replacing g and h by some particular functions, we find the well-known conditions for univalency established by Nehari [5] , by Becker [1] , by Lewandowski [3] and by Lewandowski and Stankiewicz [4] . Likewise we find other new sufficient conditions. THEOREM A (cf. [5] 
holds true for all z G U, then the function f is univalent in U.
THEOREM D (cf. [4] ). If the function f is analytic and locally univalent in U and there exists an analytic function p, Rep(z) > 0, in U such that
THEOREM E (cf. [7] 
for all z £U \ {0}, then the function f is univalent in U.
Preliminaries
Let A denote the class of functions / that are analytic in the unit disk U = {z € € : \z\ < 1} with /(0) = 0 and /'(0) = 1.
We denote by U r the disk of the z-plane U r = {z G C : \z\ < r}, U\ = U and U* = U\ {0}. 
, where ^ denotes the relation of subordination.
THEOREM F (cf. [11] ). Let r be a real number, r
., ai(t) ^ 0 be analytic in U T for all t € I, locally absolutely continuous in I and locally uniform with respect to U r . For almost all t £ I suppose dL(z,t)
,
If\a\(t)\ -»• oo for t -• oo and {L(z,t)/ai(t)} forms a normal family in U T , then L{z,t) has, for each t G I, an analytic and univalent extension to the whole disk U.
3. Main results THEOREM 
Let a and c be complex numbers such that
Re a > 1, |c| < 1, let f G A and g(z) = 1 + b^z + ..h(z) = 1 + c\z +... be analytic functions in U with f'(z){g(z)h(z) ^ 0 for all zeU. If (6) (7) (8) |o-2| + 2|c| < |a|, 2(1 + c) g(z) a h{z) (2-a)|z| a + 2 < 1, z\ 2a + 2(1 -\z\ a )z X (f"{z) h'{z) ¿'COY,. V /'(*) + h(z) g(z) J 1 1 l-\z\* (f"(z)h>(z) n {h'{z)f _ h"{z)\ 1 + c \f'{z) g(z) + g{z)h{z) g(z) J J for all z G U*,
then the function f is univalent in U.
Proof. Let us consider the function
< MM
Re a
(9) hi(z,t) = g(e~tz) + -(e at^z.h'^z). 1 + c
It is clear that if z G U, then e~*z G U for all f G / and, from the analyticity of g and h' in U it follows that h\(z, i) is also analytic in U for all t > 0. Since = g(0) = 1 and hi is analytic in U, there is a disk Uri, 0 < t^ < 1, in which h\(z,t) ^ 0 for all t > 0. If 
L(z,t) = h 2 (z,t) + --(e -1 )h 3 (z,t) 1+c
is analytic in UTl and X(0, t) = 0 for all t > 0. 
dhi(z, t) ~di -h 4 (z,t)
It is clear that 9hi (*< t ) j s analytic function in U r2 and too. Then, for all fixed numbers T > 0 and 7-3, 0 < < r 2 , there exists a constant K\ > 0 such that
Therefore, the function L(z,t) is locally absolutely continuous in [0, 00), locally uniformly with respect to U r3 . Since is analytic in U r3 , from (14) it follows that there is a number r, 0 < r < 7*3, such that ? 0 for all z G U r , and then the function
is analytic in U r , for all t > 0.
In order to prove that the function p(z,t) has an analytic extension with positive real part in U, for all t > 0, it is sufficient to show that the function
can be continued analytically in U and that (15) |to(z,i)|<l for all z £ U and t > 0.
After computation we obtain is analytic in U, because |e -t 2| < e -t < 1 for all z G U. Using the maximum principle, for all z 6 U and t > 0, we have 
1-H
for all z G U*, then the function f is univalent in U.
Proof. Let us consider the function h(z) = 1 in Theorem 1. Denoting
we get p(0) = (a -1 -c)/(l + c), and from (22) we obtain
The condition (7) will be replaced by and
equivalent to Rep(z) > 0 for all z G U, and (8) becomes
In view of (22), we obtain the relation (21).
< o.
Remarks
6. For g{z) = (/'(^)) _1/2 and h{z) = (/'(z))-1 / 2 we find the generalization of Nehari's univalence criterion obtained in [6] . If a = 2 and c = 0, then we have Theorem A. 
-y(-g). .4 + (_ . 11
+ z 2 (l-|z| 2 ) 2 l±^l{/;z} <|z| which is equivalent to the inequality (3') in Theorem D.
